Gale World Scholar - enriching research and helping students

Gale World Scholar is an innovative new resource for regional studies, combining primary and secondary sources to meet the needs and workflows of students and researchers. Gale World Scholar gathers together instructive learning content with high-value, rare research material giving regional studies an exciting new perspective.

Latin America & the Caribbean

The first release of Gale World Scholar delves into one of the most studied areas in the world, Latin America & the Caribbean. Curated by an advisory board of experts in Latin American studies, the collection is designed to enrich research and student assignments. This resource unlocks previously inaccessible primary and secondary source documents from libraries around the world placing them in an engaging online environment populated by interactive tools and rich multimedia including BBC News and the New York Times video collection.

Covering Latin America culture and society from the 15th century to the present day, the collection consists of both Portal and Archive components. Launching with 293 portals based on Person, Topic, Event, Named Work and Country types, users can delve into over 1.3 million pages of archival material (the Archive component) and hundreds of periodicals, newspapers, magazines, reports and data feeds (the Portal component). The Portal and Archive components work together in perfect complement, but each can be purchased or subscribed to individually depending on the needs of the library’s users. The multi-disciplinary range of Gale World Scholar: Latin America & the Caribbean ensures it meets the needs of researchers, postgraduates and undergraduates with interests in regional studies, history, political science, anthropology, sociology, economics and international relations.

www.gale.cengage.co.uk/worldscholar
From historical material to breaking news

The resource includes a comprehensive range of content for Latin America & the Caribbean, providing research and teaching material across the humanities that facilitate a deep understanding of the region from multiple contemporary and historical perspectives. The collection consists of two components:

- An archive of digitally reproduced primary documents (monographs, manuscripts, maps, newspapers, pamphlets, and newspapers) that focus on the history of Latin America and the Caribbean extending from the colonial period to the present day (approx. 1 million pages)
- An organized collection of reference, new scholarship, periodicals, videos, audio files, maps, NGO and government reports, think-tank and policy studies centre reports, academic journals, statistical information, business publications and newspaper content

Sample archival content

- Brazil’s Popular Groups, 1966-1986
- Conquistadors: The Struggle for Colonial Power in Latin America, 1492–1825
- Despatches From U.S. Consuls in Havana, Cuba, 1783-1906
- Latin American Independence: Nineteenth Century Political and Official Pamphlets
- US State Department records on Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Cuba, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico and more

Sample newspapers and journals

- Economia Mexicana (Mexico)
- El Tiempo (Columbia)
- Periodico Portafolio (Columbia)
- Prohistoria (Argentina)
- Revista Brasileira de Política (Brazil)
- Santiago (Cuba)

Sample multimedia

- BBC News Player - Business
- CBS News
- NPR: Environment
- UNICEF Videos
- Wall Street Journal What’s News

Content and features:

- Featured Categories and Topics
- Over 1 million pages of archival content
- Hundreds of scholarly journals, newspapers and periodicals
- Authoritative overviews, regularly updated
- New image viewer allowing for cropping and highlighting
- Full-page view, two-page view, vertical or horizontal display
- ‘Fast-Flip’ technology for easy viewing of primary source documents

Trade Topic Portal - links to historical documents, journals, websites and more

To request a trial or pricing please contact: emea.marketing@cengage.com or visit www.gale.cengage.co.uk/worldscholar